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Abstract
Classifying brain white matter fibers into bundles is of growing interest in neuroscience. Quantification of diffusion characteristics inside a fiber bundle provides new insights for disease evolutions, therapy effects, and surgical interventions. In this paper, we present a novel method for segmenting fiber bundles using Spherical Harmonic Coefficients (SHC) which describe diffusion signal obtained from High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI) protocols. Based on SHC, we define a similarity measure and use it as a speed function term in level set framework. We show advantages of the proposed measure over similarity measures based on Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) indices. Without any assumptions about diffusion model, we deal with diffusion signal instead of orientation distribution function (ODF) calculated using complicated mathematics, inaccurate simplifications, and time-consuming implementation. By applying the proposed algorithm on synthetic data, its superior accuracy and robustness in low SNR conditions are shown. Application of the proposed method on real HARDI MRI data also illustrates its superior performance, especially in heterogeneous diffusion areas with low traditional diffusion anisotropies.
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I. Introduction
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive tool to investigate white matter structure within the brain. It quantifies macroscopic diffusion of water molecules which is barred or hindered by microscopic structures. Basser et al [1, 2] assume a three dimensional Gaussian profile for the diffusion of water molecules and model its behavior by a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix (tensor). The tensor model can describe Gaussian diffusion behavior which is valid for free diffusion or isotropic restricted diffusion in all directions or anisotropic diffusion of just one major white matter fiber population. However,
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it fails to model higher order anisotropies in heterogeneous areas where more than one fiber population exist. For this reason, a clinically feasible image acquisition scheme with a large number of diffusion synthesizer gradients is introduced and named High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI). Model-based analysis methods such as Multi-Tensor fitting [4], Spherical Deconvolution [5,6], non-linear Spherical Deconvolution [7] or PASMRI [8] and model-free analysis methods like q-ball [9] are proposed to analyze the HARDI data in order to obtain Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) from which main diffusion directions are extracted. However, using ODF instead of pure diffusion signal needs simplifications and approximations that make ODF calculation almost impractical as a preprocessing step.

It is straightforward to visualize tensor and diffusion signal or profile within the brain white matter. However, reconstruction of virtual fiber paths is preferred as it presents virtual anatomical connectivity within the brain and gives superior understanding of the underlying diffusion profile in voxels. To this end, one can track individual fibers (tractography) and extract curvilinear trajectories in three-dimensional (3D) space using the Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) or the HARDI data. Tractography provides a qualitative understanding of the neural connectivity which is often hard to quantify. Quantitative measures are crucial for diagnosing neurological diseases and planning surgical procedures. An approach that provides quantitative measures of connectivity and is typically more robust than tractography, is segmentation of volumetric regions containing similar local diffusivity characteristics or similar fibers in shape and length as distinct objects named fiber bundles. A single fiber is defined as a region containing spatially compact and coherent axons. Similarly, a fiber bundle is defined as a region that contains spatially compact and coherent fibers in tabular structures like cortico-spinal or in planar structures like corpus-callosum. Extracting such bundles makes it possible to quantify the diffusion characteristics inside them and opens new insights for monitoring disease evolution of neurologic disorders like Multiple Sclerosis, Epilepsy, Stroke, Alzheimer, and Parkinson as well as evaluating therapy effects and mapping important brain connectivities that must be preserved during surgical interventions.

The task of classifying the brain white matter fibers can be performed by the following methods: clustering of the fibers resulted from tractography into bundles [10,11] or segmenting bundles via front propagation based on local properties of diffusion tensor, diffusion signal or ODF [12–19]. Since clustering methods rely on the tractography results, they will not work properly if the tractography step is not performed well. This is particularly the case for streamline types in critical situations like kissing, branching, merging and crossing status. The front propagation approach, without passing through the tractography step, is a more powerful tool, especially in the above conditions. Some of the front propagation methods, however, concentrate on the scalar quantities like anisotropy maps derived from the tensor data which do not reflect the complete tensor information [12]. Other methods, on the other hand, benefit from the whole information contained in the diffusion tensor imaging data [13–16]. They typically extract a similarity measure between the successive tensors and then insert these measures into a region-based segmentation framework like level set [17]. When segmenting white matter regions in DTI, the similarity measure must emphasize on anisotropic regions. The tensor model fits a planar or spherical...
tensor shape to the multimodal diffusion profile in heterogeneous areas with more than one major fiber population. Therefore, any similarity measure defined between the neighboring tensors prevents the front from propagating from a voxel with one major fiber population (with prolate tensor fit) into the next voxel that includes the same fiber population plus other fiber populations in different orientations (with oblate or spherical tensor fit). The reason is that any tensor-based similarity between a prolate tensor and an oblate or spherical one is negligible.

In a different study, a Position-Orientation Space (POS) is introduced by combining the geometric space with the spherical ODF space from the HARDI data. Here, two crossing fiber populations with different orientations in the spatial domain are resolved by applying a front propagation method in the level set framework in a 5-dimensional space \[18\]. In \[19\], fiber bundle segmentation is performed in POS based on Markov Random Fields (MRF). Assuming spatial relationships modeled by the MRF, this method estimates a hidden random field of fiber bundles from the observed ODF profiles using a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) formulation and Iterative Conditional Modes (ICM) implementation. However, dimensional reinforcement of the problem causes disadvantages like increasing the computational cost. Compared to the statistical approach, the level set method takes into account several properties when formulating the segmentation problem. While most of the tractography methods demand a regularization of the data field, the level set method, in contrast, smoothes the propagating front automatically. It leads to a regularized segmentation process with sub-voxel precision, which is hard to achieve by other segmentation methods. In \[20\], a region-based statistical surface evolution on the image of ODF’s is applied to find coherent white matter fiber bundles. This method is claimed to be capable of propagating through regions of fiber crossings, where the state-of-the-art diffusion tensor imaging segmentation methods fail to do so.

In previous works, mostly diffusion probability density function or the ODF are derived from the diffusion signal by time-consuming transformations. The results are then used in the segmentation process. The downsides are that not only accurate ODF derivation is not feasible, but also the crossing fiber bundles are less resolvable in the domain of ODF than the diffusion signal.

Here, we present a novel segmentation framework to obtain the fiber bundles using Spherical Harmonic Coefficients (SHC) that describe diffusion signals obtained from the HARDI protocols. Expanding a spherical function by Spherical Harmonic (SH) bases, the SHC’s are obtained. They are descriptor features of the function on the sphere \[21, 24\]. The SHC’s are used to define a new similarity measure that detects subtle differences of the diffusion signals in the neighboring voxels by using almost all information contained in the diffusion data. To segment the fiber bundles, we assume that the neighboring voxels within the same bundle have similar diffusion properties. We utilize the level set framework and define its speed function term based on the proposed similarity measure. It is shown that our method has advantages over the methods that use similarity measures based on the DTI. This is done by proper propagation of the front within the fiber crossing areas. Without any assumptions about the diffusivity profile or the model, the proposed method deals with the diffusion signal instead of the ODF commonly used in the literature. Experimental results
demonstrate the capability of the proposed method in detecting artificial crossing bundle patterns, even in low SNR conditions. By applying the proposed method on the real HARDI MRI data, we segment some of the major fiber bundles like Corpus Callosum (CC), Cingulum (Cg), and Cortico-Spinal (CS) tracts. The superiority of the proposed method to resolve the crossing fiber bundles and to find the whole tracts is illustrated by comparing our results with those of the previous methods.

In contrast to the work of Descoteaux and Deriche [20] that maximizes the a-posterior probability based on the observed ODF’s and assumes Gaussian distributions in different partitions of the Q-ball images, our proposed method uses the similarity between the SH of the ODF’s directly in the speed term of the level set without any assumptions. Moreover, it uses the SH coefficients with the order of 8 which is consistent with the ODF’s with up to four major peaks.

In the next section, the theory underlying the spherical harmonic coefficients is described. Then, the level set numerical method is briefly reviewed. In the third section, spherical harmonic characteristics are explained and the results of the proposed method on the simulated crossing pattern and real HARDI data are presented and discussed. Finally, in the fourth section, the proposed method and its advantages are summarized.

II. Methods

a) Spherical Harmonic Coefficients

The expansion of a function on a sphere using spherical harmonics is equivalent to the generalization of Fourier representation to the spherical coordinates [23, 24]. By expanding the diffusion signals of the HARDI data using these basis harmonics and calculating the harmonic coefficients, a linear method for calculating ODF has been proposed [21, 22].

The spherical harmonics, represented by $Y_{l}^{m}$ ($l$ is the order and $m$ is the phase factor), are the bases for the complex functions on the unit sphere. They are defined by:

$$Y_{l}^{m}(\theta, \phi) = \sqrt{\frac{2l+1(l-m)!}{4\pi(l+m)!}} P_{l}^{m}(\cos\theta)e^{im\phi}$$ (1)

where $\theta \in [0, \pi]$, $\phi \in [0, 2\pi]$ and $P_{l}^{m}$ is the associated Legendre polynomial. Having $l = 0, 2, 4, \ldots, l_{\text{max}}$ and $m = -l, \ldots, 0, \ldots, l$, assuming $j = \tilde{j}(l,m) = (\tilde{l}^{2} + l + 2)/2 + m$, the modified basis is defined as [22]:

$$Y_{j} = \begin{cases} \sqrt{2}/(1)^{m}Y_{l}^{m} + Y_{l}^{-m}) \sqrt{2}/2, & \text{if } l - m < 0 \\ Y_{l}^{0}, & \text{if } m = 0 \\ \sqrt{2}/(1)^{m+1}Y_{l}^{m} + Y_{l}^{-m}) \sqrt{2}/2, & \text{if } 0 < m \leq l \end{cases}$$ (2)

Therefore, the diffusion signal can be estimated on any point of the unit sphere using the spherical harmonic coefficients by:
where $c_j$ is the $j^{th}$ spherical harmonic coefficient and $N = (l + 1)(l + 2)/2$ is the total number of the coefficients. The mathematical relations for calculating these coefficients are given in [22]. The 8th order spherical harmonic coefficients can represent diffusion profiles in each voxel with a maximum of 4 major distinct peaks. Therefore, they can be used as features to discriminate voxels with dissimilar diffusion signals. A similarity measure for comparing two diffusion signals $S$ and $S'$, based on the spherical harmonics, is defined as [22]:

$$ <S, S'> = \int_{S^2} S(q)S'(q)dq = \int_{S^2} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{R} c_i Y_i(q) \sum_{j=1}^{R} c'_j Y_j(q) \right) dq $$

$$ <S, S'> = \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i c'_i $$

where $c_i$ and $c'_i$ are the spherical harmonics of signals $S$ and $S'$, respectively. Equation (4) shows that the similarity measure between the diffusion signals can be expressed by the scalar product of their corresponding SHC's.

b) Level Set Numerical Method

The level set method provides a numerical solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation [25]. In the proposed method, the level sets are implicitly represented by the function $\varphi(x)$ and the growing hyper-surface is the zero-level set of this function.

Among the advantages of the level set method, its property of generalizing from 2 dimensions to 3 and higher dimensions and automatic splitting and merging of the surfaces are critical. Also, its ability and simplicity to calculate geometric quantities needed in common surface growing algorithms (normal to surface, curvature, and the distance from the nearest point at the surface) are important. The generic form of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation is:

$$ D_t \varphi(x, t) + H(x, t, \varphi, \nabla \varphi, D^2x \varphi) = 0, \forall x \in \mathbb{R}^n, t \geq 0 $$

In this equation, $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the state space, $\varphi: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is the level set function, $D\varphi$ is the partial derivative of $\varphi$ with respect to the time variable $t$, $\nabla \varphi = D_x \varphi$ is the gradient of $\varphi$ with respect to the state space variables, $D^2x \varphi$ is the Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives with respect to the state space variables, and $H$ is in general a non-linear, time-dependent and space-dependent function of the level set function and its first and second spatial derivatives.
For bundle segmentation in the areas with high level of similarity in diffusion, we would like the hyper-surface to grow in the direction normal to the surface. Moreover, the resulting fiber bundles must be smooth. Consequently, the generic form of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation in (5) can be reduced to:

$$D_t \varphi(x, t) + F(x, t)\|\nabla \varphi(x, t)\| - \kappa(x, t)\|\nabla \varphi(x, t)\| = 0$$

(6)

where $F(x, t)$ is the speed in normal to the surface direction, extracted from the spherical harmonic coefficients of the neighboring voxels. The curvature $\kappa(x, t)$ is used to fulfill the smoothness constraint. For the first order spatial partial derivative $\nabla \varphi(x, t)$, we used the 5th order of the upwind method.

III. Experimental Results

a) Investigation of SH Characteristics using Simulation Studies

As discussed above, the spherical harmonic coefficients can be used as features for comparing the diffusion signals. On the other hand, in the segmentation methods developed based on the level set algorithm, it is necessary to define a criterion for evolving the level set function. Therefore, in the proposed method, the SHC’s are estimated from the from HARDI data and used to calculate the proposed similarity measure between the neighboring voxels and build the speed function of the level set algorithm.

A majority of the previous studies have traditionally calculated the spherical harmonics of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) which is a scaled logarithm of the diffusion measurements. The ADC is useful to describe diffusion in one direction (prolate diffusion). However, for multidirectional diffusion, the ADC profile is no longer similar to the related diffusion probability density function. To demonstrate illogicalness of using ADC or log measurements, two voxels are considered with the horizontal and both of the horizontal and vertical diffusion directions. In addition to the simulation of artificial diffusion signals with SNR=16 and depiction of the profile of the diffusion signal ADC, we calculate their SHC’s and derive the similarity measures between the diffusion signals and ADC’s (Table 1). Note that the SH extracted similarity measure between the two ADC’s is low while it is relatively high for the diffusion signals.

We investigate effects of rotation, elongation, and scale of the diffusion signal and their reflection on the SHC’s. For studying the effect of rotation, an artificial uni-polar diffusion signal is rotated between 0 and 90 degree in 15-degree steps. This rotation is also done on one pole of an artificial bi-polar diffusion signal. Then, the SHC’s of order 8 are computed for each signal. Assuming a reference voxel with one major diffusion orientation (see Table 2), the simulation results show that based on the SHC’s, the similarity between voxels A and B with a major diffusion orientation (with the determined angular difference), is roughly equal to the similarity between voxels A and C where in addition to the major orientation of voxel B, another major diffusion orientation exists. Therefore, the front evolves into that voxel properly.
For studying the effect of elongation, we simulate diffusion signals with linear diffusivity by altering the largest eigen-value of the diffusion tensor. Finally, for studying the effect of scale, diffusion signals with different linear diffusivity are generated by scaling all of the 3 eigen-values. The results are shown in Table 3. Comparing the SHC’s of the linear and planar diffusion profiles, it is illustrated that some of these coefficients are invariant to some of the mentioned effects. Invariant to the rotation (r), invariant to the elongation (e), and invariant to the scale (s) are noted in Table 3.

An important result of the data presented in Table 3 is that the coefficients labeled by “r s e” cannot be used as discriminating features for the diffusion signals. Therefore, they can be removed from the feature space. By modifying the similarity measure in equation (4), the computational cost will decrease. Additionally, by monitoring the changes of these invariant coefficients, we can identify and remove the diffusion outliers. This is achieved when there is a noticeable difference between these invariant coefficients for the neighboring voxels.

**b) Application of the Proposed Method to Artificial Data**

In order to determine the capability of the proposed method in segmenting fiber bundles, an artificial pattern consisting of three crossing bundles crossed by a circular bundle is created. The diffusion signals and the related ODF are illustrated in Figs. 1–2. As shown in the crossing regions, the diffusion signals (and the ODF which shows the underlying diffusion probability function in the bundles) have two or three major diffusion orientations which can be a good criterion for determining the capability of the method. For comparison, instead of our suggested similarity measure SHCSP in equation (4), some of the similarity measures used previously for tensors like TSP (Tensor Scalar Product) and NTSP (Normalized Tensor Scalar Product) are used in the level set algorithm. These are defined as [17]:

\[
TSP(D_1, D_2) = \text{Trace}(D_1 D_2) \quad (7)
\]

\[
NTSP(D_1, D_2) = \frac{\text{Trace}(D_1 D_2)}{\text{Trace}(D_1)\text{Trace}D_2} \quad (8)
\]

The NTSP shows a superior performance because of its capability to ignore the influence of the relative sizes of the two tensors. Here, we define two more similarity measures: FESP (First Eigen-vector Scalar Product) and FAFESP (FA weighted First Eigen-vector Scalar Product).

\[
FESP = FE(D_1) \cdot FE(D_2) \quad (9)
\]

\[
FAFESP = FA(D_1).FE(D_1) \cdot FE(D_2) \quad (10)
\]
To quantify the results, a correctness measure is calculated for the segmentation results using the following relation:

$$\text{correctness} = \frac{N(S_o \cap S_r) - N(\overline{S_o} \cap S_r)}{N(S_o)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where the $S_o$ and $S_r$ are the target and resulting structures, respectively, and $N$ is the number of voxels laying in each structure. Here, $N(S_o \cap S_r)$ and $N(\overline{S_o} \cap S_r)$ are number of the True-Positive and False-Positive voxels, respectively.

In order to prevent the front to propagate from a bundle to a neighboring bundle, we modify the speed function by adding a prevention term based on the similarity between the main diffusivity directions of the neighboring voxels, obtained from an ODF maximum finding procedure \cite{21}. This modifies equation (4) to:

$$<S_i, S_{i+1}> = \sum_{i=1}^{R} c_i c_{i+1} \max(f dd_i, f dd_{i+1}, s dd_i, f dd_{i+1}, s dd_i, s dd_{i+1})$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

where ‘$i$’ is the current voxel on the boundary of the propagating front, ‘$i+1$’ is the neighboring voxel pointed to by the normal to the front direction at the voxel ‘$i$’ in the 27-voxel neighborhood system and ‘$f dd$’ and ‘$s dd$’ stand for the first and second diffusion directions, respectively. Then, the resulting similarity measure is normalized and a threshold is applied to remove minor speed terms obtained from low similarities which can make the algorithm unstable. We call this modified similarity measure “Spherical Harmonic Coefficients Scalar Product (SHCSP).”

To see the results of applying different similarity measures for crossing fiber bundles, look at Fig. 3 which illustrates the segmentation steps from a seed voxel to the final step using tensor-based, SHC-based through equation (4) and SHC-based through equation (12) similarities. In this figure, the headless arrows and the colors red, light green, and dark green show directions and color-coding of the principal diffusion directions, respectively, while the gray color represents the segmented area. As shown in the top row, a tensor-based similarity between the neighboring voxels fails to propagate inside the crossing areas. The reason is that there is a minor similarity between a prolate tensor inside the bundle to be segmented and an oblate or a spherical tensor (fitted to the diffusion measurements) inside the crossing bundle.

The middle row shows that by using SHC-based similarity through equation (4), the front propagates properly inside the crossing area. This is because the scalar product between the SHC’s of a voxel inside the bundle to be segmented and the voxel in the crossing area is high as discussed in section IIIa. However, because the scalar product between the SHC’s of a voxel inside the crossing area and the voxel inside the crossing bundle (which we do not like to segment) is again high, the front propagates improperly inside the crossing bundle. This satiation makes the method of Descoteaux and Deriche useless, as it cannot isolate and
segment individual fiber bundles; instead it segments all of the crossing bundles as a single object. Our proposed method avoids this situation by using SHC-based similarity through equation (12) which adds a preventing term based on the similarity between the neighboring principal diffusion directions.

The proposed segmentation algorithm starts from a voxel with one major diffusion direction, then, compares this direction with the main diffusion directions in the next voxel (pointed to by the normal direction of the voxel). Next, the most collinear direction is kept while the remaining major directions in the next voxel are removed. In addition, it propagates the front based on the similarity, if there is a pair with high similarity (collinearity). Therefore, in each voxel inside the segmented bundle, there is only one principal diffusion direction parallel to the diffusivity direction in that bundle.

Now, look at the bottom row of Fig. 3 which illustrates the segmentation steps from the seed voxel to the final step using the proposed algorithm based on SHC-based similarity through equation (12). Note that the front propagates properly inside every crossing area and after passing through each, it continues propagating to the remaining parts of the desired bundle until reaching its end. In this way, it segments the entire bundle without penetrating inside the crossing fibers except for the crossing area that is shared between them.

We utilize the level set framework and define its speed function term based on the above similarity measure. For the local dependence, the similarity measure is calculated between every voxel on the propagating surface and its neighbors in the propagation direction. The speed function term moves the front to fill the whole fiber bundle. The regularizing curvature term in equation (6) is in charge of smoothing the fiber bundles without changing their tubular structures. It is shown that our method has advantages over the methods that use similarity measures based on the DTI, by properly propagating the front in the fiber crossing areas where a scalar value such as an anisotropy measure, or even the whole information contained in the fitted tensor, fails to separate them.

We have implemented the proposed algorithm in MATLAB R2008a using a PC with Intel® Core™ 2Due CPU (E8400@3.00GHz, 3.00GHz) and 4GByte RAM and 64 bit VISTA operating system. The results of the level set algorithm using five similarity measures (TSP, NTSP, FESP, FAFESP and SHCSP) are presented in Table 4 and Fig. 4. Note that the proposed method is robust against noise. The SNR values where the algorithm is sensitive to noise are between 12 to 32 while the other methods (TSP, NTSP, FESP, and FAFESP) are sensitive to noise even in the high SNR values between 110 to 150. This is because of the implicit smoothing in the SHC fitting to the diffusion signals. Moreover, the proposed SHCSP method achieves a 100% correctness at SNR = 32, which is superior to the best result of the tensor-based methods obtained by FAFESP at SNR = 150. Although the false positive rate is zero, the number of true positives does not reach the number of voxels in the diffusive pattern, because of inability of the tensor-based methods to propagate into the crossing regions. Fig. 4 shows that the correctness of the proposed method (SHCSP) is 100% for the SNR ranges that the tensor based methods are sensitive to noise. The NTSP and FAFESP methods are superior in the low and high SNR ranges, respectively.
c) Application of the Proposed Method to Real Data

In order to apply the proposed method to real HARDI MRI data, a normal subject was scanned by a GE Signa Excite1.5T MRI system (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) in Stanford Lucas Imaging center through a Q-ball Imaging protocol with a 492 diffusion synthesizer gradient scheme and 13 B0 reference images with imaging volume dimension of 128×128×33 and imaging voxel dimension of 1.95×1.95×4.5 mm.

After smoothing the data using a Gaussian kernel, registering diffusion images on a reference volume, resizing the data to a finer grid of 1×1×1 mm (better suited for the level set algorithm) and reordering of the diffusion signals from scanner-wise to voxel-wise order, we calculate the SHC’s with order of 8 for every voxel of the diffusion signal using the equations introduced in the previous sections.

For segmentation, multiple seed points from each fiber bundle should be specified. For this reason, our segmentation algorithm is semi-automatic. This is performed by computing the FEFA (First Eigen-vector weighted by Fractional Anisotropy) map and comparing it with an atlas that includes major fiber bundles [27]. As mentioned previously, by calculating the similarity measure between the neighboring SHC’s, the speed function of the level set framework is obtained. Note that it is not mandatory to calculate the speed function in all voxels, since the front propagation in each step depends on the speed function of the boundary points only. However, this function is specified in a wide-enough stripe, e.g., with 3 points around the boundary [26].

The segmentation results of the proposed algorithm for major fiber bundles like Corpus Callosum (CC), Cingulum (Cg), and Cortico-Spinal tract (CST) are shown in Figs. 5–8. They illustrate that the algorithm is capable of isolating these fiber bundles from the HARDI data. The results for CC and CST tracts for tensor-based segmentation with NTSP as the similarity measure [17] (as the best tensor-based segmentation method in the literature) are shown in Figs. 5–6. Note that the tensor-based segmentation fails to find the entire fiber bundle and is sensitive to the threshold and the initial seeds while our proposed method reconstructs the entire structure of these bundles in less-sensitive semi-automatic manner.

Fig. 5 compares the segmentation results of the Corpus Callosum (CC) obtained by two models. In the top row, the segmentation results obtained by the tensor-based segmentation method proposed in [17] for different threshold levels are presented. In the middle row, the results of our implementation of the tensor-based segmentation method of [17] for different thresholds are shown. In the bottom row, the segmentation results obtained by our proposed algorithm are illustrated. Note that they cover the entire CC, are consistent with the neuro-anatomy of the brain, and are not sensitive to the threshold. Moreover, they do not penetrate into the neighboring bundles like Cingulum, Tapetum, Superior Fronto-Occipital Fasciculus, Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus, and Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus.

Fig. 6 shows the segmentation results of CST obtained by two models. In the top row, the segmentation results obtained by the tensor-based segmentation in [17] for different thresholds are presented. In the two bottom rows, the segmentation results obtained by our
the proposed algorithm are illustrated which cover the entire CST consistent with the neuro-anatomy of the brain, and are not sensitive to the threshold level.

Fig. 7 illustrates the segmentation results obtained by our proposed algorithm which cover the entire Cg and are consistent with the neuro-anatomy of the brain. Here, again the front does not penetrate into the neighboring bundles like CC. These segmented fiber bundles and the Tapetum fiber tract again as a fiber bundle that is a neighbor of the CC, are illustrated in Fig. 8. Note that there are areas shared between the bundles where the proposed algorithm succeeded to pass through and continue to find the individual bundles.

IV. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel semi-automatic method for segmenting the fiber bundles. The proposed method calculates spherical harmonic coefficients and uses them for defining a similarity measure as the speed function term in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the level set framework. We have shown that our method has advantages over methods using similarity measures based on the DTI. These advantages have been achieved by a proper propagation of the front within the fiber crossing areas without any assumptions about the diffusivity profile or model and by dealing with the diffusion signals. Our simulation results have shown the capability of the proposed method in detecting crossing bundle patterns even in low SNR conditions. We have demonstrated the segmentation results of the experimental HARDI data for extracting three major fiber bundles of the brain (corpus callosum, cingulum, and cortico-spinal tracts).

Extraction of the fiber bundles makes it possible to quantify the diffusion characteristics in each bundle and opens new perspectives for monitoring disease evolution. For example, it can be used to evaluate the diffusion characteristics inside the splenium of the corpus-callosum in Schizophrenic patients and the genu of the corpus-callosum in alcoholics. Furthermore, the neurologists can evaluate the therapy effects and map important brain connections that should be preserved during surgical interventions. In addition, the distinct fiber bundles can be used in the fiber tracking algorithms to avoid propagation of the fibers from a specific bundle to the others. This may be achieved by using the segmentation results as a regularization term. Furthermore, they can be used to access the white matter mask composed of them.

Our method benefits from the smoothing property of the SH representation to reduce the effect of the imaging noise on the segmentation results. In addition, the proposed method is robust against crossing, branching, and merging of the bundles. In the future, we plan to use the SH representation as a powerful feature descriptor in other segmentation frameworks beyond the level set.
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Fig. 1.
Illustration of the diffusion signals for an artificial crossing pattern.
Fig. 2.
Illustration of the ODF’s of the artificial crossing pattern representing the underlying diffusion probability function in the bundles.
Fig. 3.
Illustration of the segmentation steps from seed voxel to final step. Top: using tensor-based similarity. Middle: using SHC-based similarity through equation (4) like the result of [20]. Bottom: The proposed algorithm using SHC-based similarity through equation (12) (desired segmentation steps). The headless arrows and the colors red, light green, and dark green show directions and color-coding of the principal diffusion directions, respectively, while the gray color represents the segmented area.
Fig. 4.
Correctness of the results obtained by five different methods (TSP, NTSP, FESP, FAFESP, and SHCSP) for different ranges of SNR’s (12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150). Top: Comparison of different methods as a function of SNR. The vertical axis shows the correctness and the horizontal axis shows the SNR’s. Bottom: Comparison of each method’s performance as a function of SNR. The vertical axis shows correctness and the horizontal axis shows the methods. Note that the proposed method (SHCSP) is 100% accurate for the SNR ranges in which the tensor based methods are sensitive to noise. After the proposed method, NTSP and FAFESP show superior performance compared to TSP and FAFESP in the low and high SNR ranges, respectively.
Fig. 5. Comparison of segmentation results of the Corpus Callosum (CC) tract obtained by two models
Top row: The results of the tensor-based method in [17] for different thresholds. Middle row: The results of our implementation of the tensor-based method in [17] for different threshold levels. Bottom row: The results of the proposed algorithm in different views.
Fig. 6. Comparison of Cortico-Spinal (CST) tract segmentation results obtained by two models
Top row: The results of the tensor-based method in [17] for different threshold levels.
Bottom 2 rows: The results of the proposed algorithm in different views.
Fig. 7.
Segmentation results for the Cingulum (Cg) tract obtained by the proposed algorithm and shown in different views.
Fig. 8.
Segmentation results (in different views) for the CC (violet), tapetum (red), Cgu (cyan), CST (green) tracts obtained by the proposed algorithm.
Table 1

SHC-based similarity between a voxel with the horizontal diffusion direction and its neighboring voxel with both of the horizontal and vertical diffusion directions. The first and second rows show the spherical harmonics representations of the diffusion signal and the related ADC profile, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spherical Representations</th>
<th>Similarity based on SHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voxel A</td>
<td>Voxel B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9560</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADC Profile</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1519</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Illustration of artificial linear and planar diffusion signals in voxels B and C, respectively, using the SHC’s in the spherical coordinates and their similarities with a reference signal in voxel A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotation Angle (Degrees)</th>
<th>Uni-Modal Diffusion Signal (Voxel B)</th>
<th>Similarity between Reference Signal and Signal of Left Column</th>
<th>Bi-Modal Diffusion Signal (Voxel C)</th>
<th>Similarity between Reference Signal and Signal of Left Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>(Voxel A)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>Signal Profiles from 2 tensors</td>
<td>Combined Signal Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7620</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3621</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1508</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0659</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Angle (Degrees)</td>
<td>Uni-Modal Diffusion Signal (Voxel B)</td>
<td>Similarity between Reference Signal and Signal of Left Column</td>
<td>Bi-Modal Diffusion Signal (Voxel C)</td>
<td>Similarity between Reference Signal and Signal of Left Column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.0246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.0195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

The effect of rotation, elongation, and scale on the 8th order SH representation of the diffusion signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Re (C21)</th>
<th>Im (C21)</th>
<th>Re (C22)</th>
<th>Im (C22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C41)</td>
<td>Im (C41)</td>
<td>Re (C42)</td>
<td>Im (C42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C43)</td>
<td>Im (C43)</td>
<td>Re (C44)</td>
<td>Im (C44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C61)</td>
<td>Im (C61)</td>
<td>Re (C62)</td>
<td>Im (C62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C63)</td>
<td>Im (C63)</td>
<td>Re (C64)</td>
<td>Im (C64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C65)</td>
<td>Im (C65)</td>
<td>Re (C66)</td>
<td>Im (C66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C81)</td>
<td>Im (C81)</td>
<td>Re (C82)</td>
<td>Im (C82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C83)</td>
<td>Im (C83)</td>
<td>Re (C84)</td>
<td>Im (C84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C85)</td>
<td>Im (C85)</td>
<td>Re (C86)</td>
<td>Im (C86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re (C87)</td>
<td>Im (C87)</td>
<td>Re (C88)</td>
<td>Im (C88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coefficient invariant to the rotation is remarked by r, to the elongation by e, and to the scale by s.
Table 4

Correctness of the segmentation results for each of the methods. Top: Results of the proposed method based on the SHCSP similarity. Bottom: Best results of the tensor-based methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>nP</th>
<th>nTP</th>
<th>nFP</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Final Time (Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>21504</td>
<td>12272</td>
<td>9232</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>1831.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20779</td>
<td>13026</td>
<td>7751</td>
<td>40.5%</td>
<td>1077.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21293</td>
<td>15857</td>
<td>5436</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>1138.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>20170</td>
<td>15585</td>
<td>4585</td>
<td>70.1%</td>
<td>1290.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>20012</td>
<td>17451</td>
<td>2561</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>1221.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>21080</td>
<td>21080</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1219.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>nP</th>
<th>nTP</th>
<th>nFP</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Final Time (Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>18115</td>
<td>11094</td>
<td>7021</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>1082.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>18880</td>
<td>13397</td>
<td>5483</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>778.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>18523</td>
<td>14491</td>
<td>4082</td>
<td>49.6%</td>
<td>635.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>17536</td>
<td>15541</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
<td>669.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>18296</td>
<td>17743</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>677.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 to ∞</td>
<td>18124</td>
<td>18124</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>678.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>